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Abstract
The doctoral work summarized here applies Artificial Intelligence (AI) for social good. The successful implementation would contribute towards low-cost, faster monitoring of road conditions across different nations, resulting in safer roads for everyone. Additionally, the study provides recommendations for re-using the road image data and the Deep Learning models released by any country for detecting road damage in other countries.

Introduction
The road infrastructure holds critical socio-economic importance for providing vital transportation services to people and commodities worldwide. It has a direct and substantial impact on people’s lives, and thus it needs to be maintained regularly and monitored exhaustively from time to time. The accustomed methods for road condition assessment involve a labor-intensive physical inspection of road surfaces. These methods fail to meet the present requirements due to the vast area of road networks to be inspected in a limited time (Arya, Ghosh, and Toshniwal. 2019). The problem is intensified as the number of specialists who can evaluate such road damages and allocate optimal resources for pavement reparation is limited. Additionally, the monetary shortage restricts many local administrations from conducting the requisite inspections on time. Some metropolises automate road damage detection using high-performance sensors. Yet, the sensors are often costly and unaffordable for many local governments.

In this regard, the low-cost smartphone-based methods introduced by Maeda et al. (2018) for monitoring road conditions in Japan provide an affordable and deployable solution for multiple municipalities. Developing smartphone-based applications allows the general public to contribute towards road condition monitoring. With the app, anyone, not necessarily the field expert, can record the road damage with their Smartphone and upload it directly to the cloud servers. The presented doctoral work builds upon these methods and utilizes Deep Learning models targeting the applicability for various countries.

Research Questions
The proposed work aims at utilizing AI for automating the monitoring of road conditions. Our article (Arya et al. 2021c) provides an extensive survey of the related research work. Considering that some municipalities in the world have already proposed AI-driven solutions, the proposed work addresses the requirement of municipalities/countries that are still struggling to find an operational solution. The following questions are considered to offer apt recommendations for the readers:

(i) What can one expect for their country when another country releases the data and models for automatic detection of road damage in that country?
(ii) For instance, Japan published the data and models in 2018 (Maeda et al. 2018). So the proposed research intends to provide the readers from other countries with the following information:
   a. Can they utilize the Japanese data and the models for detecting road damages in their country? Does it affect the performance of the model?
   b. Do they need to collect images from their country as well?
   c. If yes, what effect would these images have on the performance?
   d. Should they mix the images collected from their country with those published by Japan (or any other country, in general) or train a model using only the local data?

In addition, the work aims to propose new AI-driven models capable of detecting, classifying, and providing information related to the severity of road damage.
Anticipated Contributions, Proposed Research Plan, and the Timeline

The thesis intends to contribute to the three aspects: Data, Models, and Research Analysis to provide requisite recommendations, as elaborated below.

Data

The study proposes a large-scale, diverse road damage dataset comprising more than 26000 images collected from multiple countries (India, Japan, and the Czech Republic) using Smartphones in collaboration with researchers from Japan and Europe. It has been made freely available for supporting future research in this direction. Our data article (Arya et al. 2021d) provides the complete details.

Analysis & Recommendations

Our article (Arya et al. 2021c) addresses the research questions mentioned above. It presents an analysis assessing the applicability of Japanese data and models to develop models for India and the Czech Republic.

The quantitative analysis carried out in the work governed the visual observations. It indicated that utilizing data available from other countries helps in significantly improving the accuracy and generalizing ability of the road damage detection models. The experiments revealed that the models trained using a mixture of Indian and Japanese data outperformed the models considering data from one. Overall, the work acts as a prototype for developing models that could be applied globally or to a set of countries with similar road conditions.

New AI-Driven Models for Multiple Countries

The performance analysis carried out in our work revealed the poor performance of Japanese road damage detection models for detecting road damages in India and the Czech Republic. Hence, the current work proposes new models trained using different combinations of datasets from India, Japan, and the Czech Republic.

To this aim, the Global Road Damage Detection Challenge (GRDDC) was proposed and organized in collaboration with colleagues from the University of Tokyo, Japan. The challenge invited solutions for designing a single model capable of detecting and classifying road damages for all three countries.

The GRDDC was organized as an IEEE Big Data Cup, associated with IEEE International Conference on Big Data 2020, Atlanta, GA, USA. The participants were provided access to the proposed Road Damage Dataset and a preprint of the study's research analysis (Arya et al. 2020a).

The Big Data Cup gained wide attention, and over 100 teams registered for it worldwide. Our article (Arya et al. 2020b) provides complete details of the event and the top 12 solutions proposed by the GRDDC participants. These solutions illustrate the state-of-the-art Deep Learning models targeted for road damage detection and classification.

Remaining Work and Future Scope

The thesis further aims at providing an optimized model which would also provide information for severity analysis of the road damage. Apropos, segmentation-based approaches (Arya, Ghosh, and Toshniwal, 2021a and 2021b) are being explored to complement the already proposed object-level techniques and provide pixel-level information.
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